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PRICE 35 PAISE

WHAT
the Russians did in Hungary in 1956 shook the liberals, even
thaugh the situation then was camplex.
After Russian traaps had
. begun to. withdraw fram Budapest, quite a number .of Russian experts were
murdered an the streets .of the Hungarian ca,pital and elsewhere;
shady
farces sneaked acrass the frontier and messed up what was a genuine
upsurge; the impatient Imre Nagy wanted to. withdraw fram the Warsaw
Pact.
The later, caunter-revalutianary
character of the movement was a
severe threat to. the security system built up by Russia in the wa:rst periad
.of the cald war. A further
camplicating
factar was the Angla-FrenchIsraeli invasian .of Egypt.
There were reasans far the Kremlin to. fearl
that samething big was caoking, the mare sa because imperialist encirclement was then a nightmare.
The ideal salutian, .of caurse, wauld have
been ta let the Hungarians sart the things aut themselves, but the Ulpsurge
was not pure gaulash,
there was unmistakable
evidence of extraneaus
elements, nat merely idealagical in their threat.
Besides, Moscaw in 1956
was still laaked upan as the prind'p,al s9urce .of Cammunist pawer and
inspiratian and was canceded, in an extremity, the regrettable right to. interfere iri a fraternal cauntry far the sake .of the cause and the sacialist camp.
Thanks to. the Ipalicies the Kremlin has fallawed in the last twelve
years, its image as a revalutianary
centre is nat burning bright.
The
military threat to. Russia has decreased in the same ratio. as it has turned
into. aggressian in ather areas where peaple are fighting wars of natianal
Iiberatian. In Eurape, Germany is divided, and East Germany is an industrial power to. reckan with.
The sputniks meant a vertical breakthrough,
reducing the impartance
.of American
bases around the Saviet Unian.
Nata is weakened, thanks ta de Gaulle.
The Ipolicy .of detente, even .of
col Iabaratian . with the United States at all casts, that the Russians have
pursued, cambined with the nuclear balance, makes it difficult to. harp an
the danger .of aggressian.
Talk .of a revalutianary
Russia encircled by
snarling enemy bases daes nat cut much ice these days.
(Think .of Vietr].Pm instead).
Far her own security and prosperity Russia has ditfhed
same .of her friends and Marxist
palicies;
her principal
unprincipled
occupatian being cantainment
.of China.
A call far a rearganisatian
of
the Warsaw Pact Cammand at this juncture by same Czechs is nat likely

to bring the heavens down.
As for
Warsaw Pact secrets being passed on
to the U.S., the man to blame is the
defecting General Sejna, friend of exPresident Novotny.
For today's Russia to cry herself
hoarse against the ideological impurities in Czechoslovakia
is puerile. The
Czech liberals are not all angels; one
of the initiators of the "2,000 words",
for example, is reported to hold the
view that the
Arab defeat was the
b st thing that could have happened
in 1967. But it is for the Czechs to
counter such men and their policies
through open debate. What Moscow
calls ideological vices were bred and
nurtured in the Soviet Union. That she
is so jittery about a possible diminution of the role
of the Communist
Party is perhaps 110t due to her devotion to Marx-Engels-Lenin,
but to
the desire of the bureaucrats and technocrats to' cling to power and prosperity. This is also one of the reasons
why Russia is so wild about the! Chinese Cultural Revolution which, among
other things, means that when a communist leadership turns into an affluent, flatulent bureaucracy
it should
be kicked about. This is a f<lte which
might overtake the communist leadership elsewhere. And if at such a time
the neo-revolutionaries
in Eastern Europe twist and shake, that shows the
charm of
American civilisation
or
sy,philisation.
]f some of the Czechs want to go to
the dogs now, isn't it their business?
Jf the diehards,
even after so 'many
years of undiluted power, have still to
]eok to Moscow for armed intervention, it is an admission of their abject
failure. What
have they been doing
since 1948 by way of a struggle for
ideological purity?
The Russian show of force preceding and accompanying the latest talks
with the Czechs has been altogether
crude
and
Yankee.
It
seems
the
fruits
of ,peaceful
co-existence and non-interference
are to be
enjoyed by the Americans and their
allies and satellites, but not by fraterna], socialist countries. There is something rotten about most of the European communist parties. There is hope
in the East.
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Time For Talk
The rebel Nagas have suggested a
three-month extension of the truce in
Nagaland due to expire at the end of
July. What the Government of India's
response to this unilateral gesture will
be is not known at the time of writing. The Prme Minister has, however, refused to acceJpt a J ana Sangh
suggestion that
there should
be no
more extension of the truce in view
of the violation of the truce terms by
the rebels wbo were getting weapons
and training from China. She has not
shown her cards, though, and merely
refused to disclose in advance wbat the
Government proposes to do. But now
that the suggestion for a further extension of the truce has come from the
rebels, it should not be difficult for
the Government to choose its course.
The advocates of a showdowp. have
their own political aims to pursue
which will be thwarted if hostilities are
not resumed in Nagaland; for as long
as there is truce, however uneasy, the
chance of a 'pOlitical settlement
remains.
What they really want is to
eliminate this possibility and force the
Government
to embark on a military
settlement.
It is not an innocent coincidence tbat they are canvassing a
strong-arm policy
for all problems,
external and intern a], except perhwps
for the cow-protection
movement.
They want the Government to' get embroiled militarily in disputes
of all
kinds so that its dependence on oversolicitous friends may
increase and
simultaneously
an imp,ression
may
grow that the Army alone can be our
saviour.
The lana Saogh's blind hatred of Pakistan does not appear to
extend to tbe form of government there.
This is one rfield in which the party
does not regard copying Pakistan as
ignoble.
The Prime
Minister
encouraged
these elements when she said that the
Government had no intention to talk
with tbe Naga rebel~ "at the moment"
because of their violation of the truce
agreement.
If the Government really
wants, as it says, a political settlement
of the Naga tprob]em, there cannot be
any alternative to talks with the rebel
leaders.
The
talks will be exas-

perating and may,
at times, appear
pointless, but they will remain a constant earnest of the desire on both 5ides
for a negotiated settlement.
By their
unilateral decision to extend the truce
'period
the
rebels
have
made
an
overture
for talks and have
indicated their preference for a political settlement.
Immediate
resumption of negotiations by the Government
will isolate the hard-liners among the
rebels, if any, who would like an armed confrontation.
The suggestion of
a DMK member in Parliament for an
agreement on suspension of operations
for "some years" did not deserve to
be rejected out of hand as was done
by the Prime Minister.
A long-term
agreement will not deny the Government the right to act if the agreement
is violated or security is threatened.
On the other hand, such an agreement
will relieve much of the present tension and end the recurring uncertainty
over whether the truce will be allowed
to lapse
and Ipeace disturbed.
A
better atmosphere will have been created then for a purposeful dialogue.
Much has been made of the rebels'
alleged collusion
with
China
and
Pakistan.
The fashionable militarists
ar~d demagogic
patriots are playing
upon the Government's twin obsessions
and using the Jetsoma episode of
June to force a commitment
that it
would have no truck with the rebels.
There may be some truth in the allegation; maybe out of sheer desperation
some of the rebels are trying to internationalise the dispute or are turning
to China and Pakistan.
If these elements were in strength among the rebels there would have been no unilateral extension of the truce.
Even
for the behaviour of this minority the
Government
cannot absolve itself of
all blame, far less those who would
like the Government to follow a policy
in the north-east similar to what the
British had in the north-west.
The
problem has been allowed to linger
far too long and be further comp]icated by wild accusations questioning the
bona fides of the rebel leaders.
The
Prime Minister herself has pointed to
the absurdity of the latest allegation
AUGUST
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that Mr Phizo is trying to form a government in exile of a future Christian
State with its headquarters in China.
It has become easy now to give a dog
a Chinese name and hang him. But

that will not help in the solution of
the problem. On the contrary, it will
encourage the bellicose and stamp out
the flicker of sanity that the extension
of truce represents.

Suharto's Business ?
Even after the slaughter of half a
million people Indonesia apparently is
not yet free from the 'Red peril'. Arrests of communists engaged in subversive activities c0ntinue as a matter
of routine. According to the police
estimate, only 5,000 communists, isolated from the peqp1e, stricken with
hunger and fear, are lurking in the
hills of Java. Although arrests several times that number have been made,
the danger, President, Suharto warns,
still remains. Communists are obviously 'Proliferating at a terrific pace.
Or have the Jakarta computers gone
wrong? Apart from the news of proPeking communists being hauled up,
the other things that the Indonesian
Press reports are the arrival and departure of aid and trade delegations
from the friendly capitals of Washington, Belgrade and Tokyo. But what
goes totally unreported is the evergrowing concentration camps all over
Indonesia.
Nevertheless the little that can be
gleaned from the reports of a handful
of enterprising Western correspondents
is horrifying. More than 150,00
people, men, women and chidren,
called "GESTAPU-PKI
prisoners"
(meaning persons suspected of contact with the October 1965 coup or
the Indonesian Communist Party) have
been herded into several dozens of
concentration camps strewn all over
Indonesian islands. According to the
gravity of the charges brought against
them the prisoners have been classi'fied into three categories. But this
division is meant only for the office
files. The real difference consists in
the fact that while group C prisoners
are sometimes released in a trickle,
only to be rearrested within a couple
of days, those of the other grOUIpSare
spared the trouble. The prisoners are
given daily rations worth 8 paise per
head and a monthly dnI~ qU~w!,!pce
AUGUST 3 1%&

which started late last year is spreading to new areas. In April this year
an airforce ammunition dump in Surabaya was raided by a guerilla band.
The following month prisoners of
Java's largest concentration camp
staged a mass breakout. Currently
the Indonesian Army is engaged in
mopping-up operations in West Kalimantan and East Java. Complete
news black-out has been clamped on
the operations.
However, Indonesia
must be Suharto's business. What we
can at best do is to prepare for a gala
celebration of Human Rights Day and,
with a little more enterprise, voice at
the UN forum our grave concern for
the poor Chinese in Mao's China.

amounting to Re. 1 per head.
But
figures hardly convey the reality. The
emaciated and diseased humanity that
Herbert Feith, the famous American
expert on Indonesia, saw in Indonesian concentration camps could not be
imagined with the heljp of statistics.
Herbert Feith reported: "The prisoners
lined up for. their food at 12.30 to receive one small soup ladle of boiled
corn kernels and another of watery SOUIp
-unsalted as I found when I tried it.
'This is what we get, this and nothing
more, day in and day out', one plucky
While Messrs Patil and Company
woman called out to me, 'usually once are mounting their war of aggression
a day and twice when we are lucky'. against the proposal to ban company
The embarrassed prison warden smiled donations
to political
parties, the
awkwardly and bade me walk faster". shares of the Bagalkot Cement ComNobody knows the condition of the pany have stolen a march. From the
Iprisoners in Nusakambangan
island lockers of the Government of Andhra
who are' reported to be dying very fast Pradesh to the sleazy vault of a private
Or in Pekalongan (in Central Java)
operator, the journey of the shares
where shooting is frequently practised was silent and swift. The Government
with real-life targets.
.
benignly looks on, there is some cerSome people' in Jakarta murmur, monial shouting in Parliament, but
after all iIDiprisonment of such a huge things then simmer down. The thieves
number of men costs the government. in the night gather courage; BonnieBut the Government knows that setting and-Clyde-fashion, they openly flaunt
them free would be costlier on many their crime.
counts. Agitation for rice and emMeanwhile, the Industrial Licensing
ployment"has already assumed disquie- Enquiry Committee continues to gather
ting proportions. Freeing, of the pri- moss. The Government's purpose in
soners, moreover, would mean loss of alppointing the Committee was obvious
free labour in the farm of the p.rison from the start: to quieten the rumpus
commander's brother. Above all, camp- in Parliament, and to shelve the issue
ful of prisoners is the strongest raison for some time. A Committee which
d'etre of the half million strong army perambulates
and procrastinates is
enjoying 28% of the national budget. just the answer to the Government's
Why aren't they tried in the ·court ? prayer. The first chairman of the
That too is costly. Only six persons Committee made his exit because he
could be tried this year because of the was found out to be no Caesar's wife,
shortage of funds. It will cost millions but no qualitative shift in the Commitof dollars to try all of them. Hence tee's manner of working is yet discerthe cheapest and the safest-slow
nible. The new chairman shuffles
death in concentration camps.'
between New Delhi and Calcutta, one
But where is r.epression there is re- member shuflles between New Delhi
sistance. The starving and tortured
and Madras, while the third member,
people are reorganising themselves -into who is filling in only on a part-time
r~~istance groups. The guerilla action basis, retains his academic preoccu-

Slow Boat To Nowhere
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not infrequently through ex
[pations. It is therefore a slow boat to and
nowhere. According to repOTts, the cathedra decision at the political level
Committee is busy computerising the in ()Ipen violation of settled policies
task set before it: licences issued and and conventions.
It is the political malfeasance on
rejected over the last fifteen years are
being churned and unchurned through which the Industrial Licensing Inquiry
mathematical programming so that the Committee will have to render its judgessential truths might emerge, vetted ment. Sophisticated ,:statistical analogies are the least part of the job here;
by the computers.
The Committee is wasting its time
and the taxpayers money. The problem:
in industrial licensing was, and is, poli- ,
tical, it is the clan and sectarian bias
of those who dispensed the licences
A curb on the size of Cabinets,
which cries out for investigation. It whether 'at the Centre ot in the States,
would be futile to spend too much time is an admirable idea, but it is childtrying to analyse the factual position ish to believe that smaller Ministries
in respect of the distribution of the would do much to discourage defeclicences, whether granted, rejected or tions. True, a defectOr has often
revoked. Irrespective of whether the been promptly made a Minister; in
history of ten or twenty Or two hun- fact, all the defectors led by the venedred industrial houses is studied, the rable Dr p. C. Ghosh immediately
broad facts are what have already been found themselves elevated to Ministerknown, namely, that a disproportion- ial office. It is also known that !proate number of the approved licences mise of a Ministership has sometimes
went to a few leading industrial estab- induced members of legislatures to
lishments in the country.
cross the floor. But the measure enWhat is relevant is to dig into the visaged by the Central Government, on
sources of the malaise. The more the recommendation of a committee
interesting inquiry would be to study, on defections, will not stop this trend.
in chronological fashion, the evolution To start with, a Cabinet with a strengof the complex of policies which formth of 10 or .11 per cent of the size
ed the base of the licensing system.
of the Lok Sabha or a State Assembly
This would mean examining the ump'- would be sufficiently large to accomteen announcements
on industrial
modate defectors. With more than
policy at the Centre and in the States, 50 Ministerial fposts in hand, a Govthe various policy statements from
ernment at the Centre would lfind it
time to time in regard to foreign collaboration, the Government's attitude on
particular deferred payment arrangements, and the whole gamut of differential credit policies with respect to
At least half a dozen new Indian
licences formally issued. It is in the
lfilms
have been released in Calcutta
shifts and changes in these policies and
measures that one should seek the since a number of the cinemas re-opennuances affecting licensing policy. ed just over a month ago, and several
Whatever ,policy or policies are more are due for release soon. But
laid
down,
there
would
al- not one of these is a Bengali film.
ways be
some
scope for fud- Yet at least 20 new Bengali films have
ging by the bureaucrats. This would been complete for some time and
however contribute only a minor part perhaps an equal number are in an
of the worry. The basic reason for advanced stage of making. Even in
the waywardness of the licensing ar- normal times the showing of a majorangements was the corpus of deci- rity of these lfilms would have been
sions taken and implemented at the unconscionably delayed; in present
very top, perhaps in terms of re-order- circumstances there _is no knowing
ing established policies, perhaps by in- when these can. be shown. The
fluencing the interpretation of policies, strain on the film::111akersas well as

such types of analysis cannot turn
up much startling new facts at
this stage. But will the Committee
dare to take a stand on the grounds
of ideology, and make it&commentary
on the murky state of affairs in industrial licensing? It is most unlikely
that it will. And the shuffling from
nowhere to nowhere will go on.

Restraints' On Ratting
quite easy to oblige new allies; with
some 30 in West Bengal, there should
be no difficulty in rewarding ratting.
A more serious deficiency of the
proposed measure lies in the assumption that promise Or hope of Ministerial office is the most important inducement fOr defecti\}n. The inducement
or the influence is often much cruder.
Mr Ashu Ghosh; for example, has not
been particularly reticent about the
methods he employed to make some
people defect from the United Front,
nor has he made any secret of the fact
that he did all the dirty work at the
behest of the Congress bosses, and ):>y
the most dubious means. It is the
Congress again which has been the
most unashamed in rewarding the
defectors. With this record, any measure that the Congress Government
at the Centre may now initiate to discourage defections can only be intended to deceive the public.

Saving The Cinema

4

artistes and technicians can well be
imagined. The Bengali film industry
faces the worst crisis in its history;
indeed, the industry's existence is now
in grave danger.
The circumstances which have com'pounded this crisis are undoubtedly
complex. What however, stands out
is the brazen :determination of certain
vested interests to crush the struggle
to safeguard the future of the Bengali
cinema and of its workers. The vested intt'!refits are represented mainly
by the exhibitors, but certain others
may also be in league with this unscrupulous gang. This is doubtless a
AUGUST 3, _1968
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powerful group, as could be seen in
the ruthless manner in which it faced
up to the cinema workers' strike. Now
it is bent upon crushing the Bengali
film industry itself, victimizing in particular those who showed any sympathy
for the workers' demands.
Seldom has such a vicious group got
away with such open defiance of official and public opinion. Obviously,
the trouble in that neither the Government nor the public has shown itself
capable of effective action. The
avowed official intention to ensure a
minimum screening time for Bengali
films is yet to !produce any result; in
fact, even within the Government
there may be influential interests which
would rather protect the exhibitors
or their powerful allies in other sectors
of industry and trade. As for the
public, there has been shockingly little
evidence of any active concern either
for the cinema workers' interests or
for those of the Bengali industry as a
whole. Even the appeal to boycott
the current showing of lfilms has had
a very limited response. If the public were really concerned, the exhibitors would have found it not only unprofitable to keep the cinemas open
but perhaps also hazardous to show
the films released during the 'Past
month. It may still not be too late
to organize a campaign to force the
exhibitors' hands; they must not be
allowed to choke the Bengali cinema
to death with thfir money-making
monstrosities from Bombay.
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Castro And The Communi~ts
BIBEK

ITJulyis fifteen
years since Castro'~
26 Movement was launched

Roy

in the social and economic programme
of the July 26 Movement from 1953
on the wake of the unsuccessful attack: onwards to show that Castro has been
on the Moncada army post in Santiago essentially an opportunist, "a leader
de Cuba. It is now fairly commonplace in search of movement, a movement
to pay homage to the originality of the in search of power, and power in
search of an ideology". In a very
Cuban path towards revolutionary
socialism, but a lot more remains to literal sense, this may be a good desbe discussed on what exactly cons- cription of the evolution of Castroism,
but then is that not true grosso modo
titutes this originality.
Mr Theodore Draper has for long of all revolutionary leaders, parties and
been a specialist on the Cuban ques- governments? Lenin had to found a
tion; despite the virulence of his anti- new party of his own just as Mao had
Communism, there is yet a good many to rebuild his own party almost from
things to provoke a critical appraisal, scratch after the great disaster of
if not appreciation, of Castro and his 192 7. Then again Lenin in his early
Movement. In an essay published four days did not envisage that the Bolsheyears ago, and republished recently, viks would be the only ruling party
he provides a synthetic view of Castro- after the Revolution; Mao had for
long years genuinely sought the coism.'"
Many of the points he raises are operation of the Kuomintang. Similarpretty well known by now and have ly, the policies of the Soviet or the
been effectively answered. Thus no ·Chinese governments, whether internal
one today denies that the original pro- Or external, did not exhibit a uni-directwists and turns and
gramme of the July 26 Movement was tional trend;
essentially reformist; only gradually, leaps ahead were all an integral part.
especially after the hostility of the U.S. It is perfectly true that all the variabecame manifest, did it tum Commu- tions in Lenin's' or Mao's practices
nist. Whether or not Castro's own were just~fied in terms of an explicit
conversion c~me much earlier than Marxist theory, whereas Castro's were
. he publicly pro'fessed (1961) is really not; in that sense Castro could be
a non sequitur: when Lenin made the castigated as an opportunist as Mr
revolution in 1917, he never thought Draper does. On the other hand, it is
fairly easy to construct a theoretical
that he would have to introduce NEP;
neither did Mao warn his people Marxist scaffolding that could "exabout the Cultural Revolution. Or to plain" practically every aspect of
take an example from the West, the Castro's revolutionary practice. Such
Labour Party in the u.K. won a mas- an enterprise may be tempting, but
sive electoral victory in 1945 promis- · perhaps not very rewarding. The real
ing peace and cooperation with the · question is not whether, when and
USSR, but it busily turned itself into · how sincerely Castro has declared his
the staunchest satellite of U.S. impe- fealty to a set of dogmas known as
Marxism-Leninism; the most important
rialism.
Mr Draper, however, is not inter- issue is whether, if at all, Castro has
ested in merely scoring a debating acted in an un-Marxist way, indulging
point. He uses the numerous changes in class-collaboration with the exploiters inside Cuba Or playing second
"'See M. M. Drachkovitch (ed.)fiddle to imperialism abroad .. If these
Marxism in the Modern World.
are some of the acid tests of a revoluCalifornia
tionary socialist, then Castro has ~been
Other essays in this volume will be . one for a fairly long time.
taken up for review in a subsequent
The maturity of Castro as a revoluarticle.
.A. tionary leader comes out most ~triking-
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ly in his dealing with the orthodox
Moscow-line Cl' in Cuba. In a few
pages Mr Draper has brought together
a wealth of facts and materials on this
problem that are highly relevant today.
At the beginning Castro was dubbed
as a :petty-bourgeois putschist by the
CP, The Moncada attack in 195j was
"heroic", but it was "false and sterile";
as late as October 1956 the Part~ line
had not changed. Castro on his part
still felt close to the Orthodoxos led
by Chibas. When a suggestion was
made in the same year that he was a
Communist, he was indignant and
described it as a plot engineered by the
Batista regime and the State Department; he also made pointed references
to the close links between Batista and
many Communists.
Yet, according to another statement
of Castro, he; established contacts with
the Communists in Mexico in 1955,
and some form of limited collaboration began from that time onwards.
Beginning with the "Granma" expedition towards the end of 1956, this
collaboration seems to have progressed.
The CP, of course, criticized again
this "wrong line of armed action" as
it did before at the time of the Moncada affair. But now, in addition to
paying the usual tribute to the group's
"valour and sincerity", it admitted that
the "strategic conception" of the July
26 Movement "came clOSest" to
that of the Communists. The CP made
a bid for "closer understanding", but
regretted that the Movement was not
yet sufficiently anti-imperialist. This
divergence continued throughout 1957.
Half-turn

By February 1958 the CP made a
half-tum with a dual policy of simultaneously supporting "the armed struggle in the countryside and the unarmed civil struggle in the cities". A
number of young' Communists were
sent to join Castro's guerillas in the
Sierra Maestra.
This "convergence" was not unilateral. At the time of the "Granma" landing, Castro had expected an urban
rising in Santiago de Cuba which failed
to materialize. Next the urban Civic
Resistance movement was launched in
1957 which was to organize a revolutionary general strike; when in A.pril
6

..

'

1958 such a call was given without
Communist backing, it too flopped.
The anti-Communists within Castro's
fold were now at a great disadvantage.
.The major turning point came in
mid-1958, while the Batista forces
were losing ground to the Castroites
in Sierra Maestra. On the trade union
front unity was forged between them,
while more Communists were sent to
the Sierra Maestra. During the next
few months this unity became a major
factOr in the overthrow of Batista,
which was accomplished much earlier
and much less. .painfully than most
people had expected.
The importance of this alliance between the CP and the Castroites cannot be overemphasized; had the CP
obstinately stuck to its earlier belief in
the peaceful methods of struggle and
if it actively opposed the, prel-Castro
elements, it could :possibly prolong the
Batista regime. Again, if Castro had
avoided all contacts with the CP on
the ground that the latter's ideology
was "fossilized", then again the liberation might have been delayed. But
this Castro-Communist alliance was by
no means exclusive-it was part of a
.much wider network of alliances between the july 26 Movement and all
the anti-Batista forces. Needless to
add, the alliances were for a limited
objective to oust Batista, which did
not imply any ideological fusion between the constituent parties and
movements.
Just as in other countries, the peculiarities of the Cuban road to power
have left their indelible imprint on later
developments. At different points
of time and space, when the policies
of the Revolutionary Government were
basically moderate, when the hopes of
normal relations
with the US still
persisted, Castro used to underline the
non-Communist character of the Revolution. Anti-Communists
existed
inside his own Movement as well as
elsewhere in other parties, trade unions, etc. Throughout the first year of
the Revolution in 1959 these elements
made determined efforts to remove the
Communists from the political scene,
if not to ban them altogether. It was
further
advocated as a necessary
means to appease the American Gov-

ernment and public opinion which did
not view with favour the virtual expropriation of the American sugar interests. But Castro was never an antiCommunist and so the pressure
mounted by the anti-Communists
boomeranged on them. At the end of
the year they were considerably weakened and this process continued right
up to the Bay of Pigs invasion in April
1961 . The later history is by now
fairly uncontroversial, specially since
December 1961 when Castro declared
himself to be a Marxist-Leninist.
During this last phase there have
been moments when Castro frankly
acknowledged his ideological inadequacies and sought to learn from the oldguard Communists in Cuba and outside. There have been other moments
when he refused to be browbeaten by
incantations of Marxist liturgies. Certain constants still remain. First, armed
action has always remained for him
the primary form of struggle in Latin
America, although he has never ceased
to point out that in certain specific
situations pursuit along the peaceful
road is not to be sneered at. Secondly,
Cuban socialism cannot be a carbon
copy of any other model; in particular, there have been regular attempts
to initiate ever larger masses of people into a higher and genuinely socialist way of life right from the beginning. Castro does not subscribe to the
inevitability of the Baran doctrine of
"underdeveloped
socialism"; even in
a backward society, elements of "developed socialism" can and must be
introduced. Indeed, some of the Cuban
experiments in the socio-economic
spheres are daring to the extreme;
should these succeed even to a limited
extent, these will have profound impact
on socialist thinking throughout the
world. Thirdly, Castro has maintained
the closest possible links with his
own people ; every change in policy,
every new turn in foreign affairs, every
new departure in social and economic
organization
is explained
at great
length before
assembled masses
throughout the length and breadth Qf ~
the country. This creates a sense of
participation and involvement that is,
alas, all too rare in the socialist world.
Finally, Castro's relationship with the
AUGUST 3, 1968

intellectuals both inside and outside
Cuba is reminiscent of the glorious
J 920's in the USSR. Cuba has become
a veritable land of innovation where
contending schools of thought can
flourish together most peacefully. That
is why the Havana Congress of Culture
at the beginning of this year could
boast of some of the greatest names
among the radical
intellectuals the
world over. Trotskyites and Stalinists,
Maoists and Catholics all came together in search of a new culture that
would reflect the aspirations of the
world's oppressed and offer the most
determined opposition to imperialism
in all its manifestations.
In other words, Cuba today is practising a novel form of socialist democracy, for which there are both necessary and permissive factors. The ever
present danger of American aggression
requires the maximum involvement of
the people with Castro and the party;
hence democracy, in its participatory
sense, is an absolute necessity for the
survival of the socialist regime. On
the other hand, the very fact that Castro never belonged to any faction of
the world communist
movement
makes it possible for him to look at
problems of socialist construction in
a new way unencumbered by doctrinal straightjackets.
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View from Delhi

China Bogey Again
FROM

A

POLITICAL

WHATEVER
its long-term implications for peace on the subcontinent the immediate threat from
the Soviet-Pakistani arms deal was to
Mrs Indira Gandhi's leadership of the
amorphous Congress Parliamentary
Party. Yet she survived the censure
motion in Parliament because no OpIposition party really wants her to go.
Even the Swatantra Party is settling
for "honest non-alignment" and the
national bourgeoisie's dependence on
the Soviet Union for running the more
vital sectors of our economy together
with the lingering popular sentiment
fOr the Bolshevik revolution condoned
Mr Kosygin's action. But the result of
aU this is a wholly false image of Mrs
Gandhi as SOmekind of a new Messiah
of non-alignment out to discover a new
elan for our policy towards Pakistan
and China.
What can be usefully said about the
debate in the two Houses of Parliament? Mrs Gandhi began with the
self-righteous, if a little naive, assertion
that everything that was happening
vindicated non-alignment of the brand
practised by us. But she ended with
the glib suggestion of a more flexible
attitude towards Pakistan and China
so that Our policy could retrieve a
bit of its lost manoeuvrability. Is it
merely a question of manoeuvrability?
In New Delhi everyone in the Prime
Minister's mediocre entourage seems
to be claiming credit for inducing
this rethinking on policies but it is not
all that simple any mOre. The same
welter of confusion Ipersists in the absence of definite policy objectives to
wards Pakistan or China.
The Katzenbach mission from the
United States would not have got the
attention it did but for its synchronisation with certain developments. Mr
Nicholas Katzenbach, one presumes,
holds in the United States Administration a position little more than that
of Mr Surendra Pal Singh and a little
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less than that of Mr Baliram Bhagat.
But New Delhi seems to be exulting
at its success in convincing Mr Katzenbach that Chinese expansionism was
a threat to South-East Asia. India is
yet to get over its obsessive preoccupation as the self-appointed conscience
keeper of every Asian country. So
it has grave apprehensions of a U.S.Chinese detente. The U.S. Administration on its part apprehends moves
fOr a Soviet-Chinese rapprochement
and a possible Sino-Indian patch-up.
The fact is, while the United States
would like a detente with China so
that China could confront the Soviet
Union, it does not want a Sino-Indian
,patch-up. The Soviet Union would
perhaps be the last country to wish a
Sino-Indian accord. Does this confused picture give Mrs Gandhi a chance
to build some manoeuvrability into
her China policy? What seems to have
been taken for granted here is that
Peking is dying for a settlement with
India irrespective of her rigid policies.
When President Nasser tried to bring
Lal Bahadur Shastri and Chou En-lai
together, the move was spurned
with
contempt. Again,
Rumania
made an attempt when President
Radhakrishnan visited Bucharest but
New Delhi's holier-than-thou posture
made progress impossible. Last year's
Raghunath- Vijay incidents in Peking
were ample indacation to New Delhi
that the Chinese could not care less
if the present rigidity continued.
The Katzenbach team seems to have
believed that New Delhi was serious
when it talked of a less rigid policy
towards China. Nothing of the kind
is really in the offing if only because
Mrs Gandhi cannot afford it. The
Moscow lobby is howling loud against ,
such a change in policy and that
should teach Mrs Gandhi how she goes
about it. The Katzenbach team was
keen on ascertaining the exact value
of Soviet arms supplied to India. For-

mally, New Delhi might have refused
to hand in an inventory for the edilfication of the State Department. But
the State Department has its own assessment. The value of the Soviet
arms aid is most likely to be deducted
from the value of U.S. economic aid
to India, which indeed is fair enough.
The U.S. claim is that it is following
parallel policies towards India and
Pakistan, which exactly is what the
Soviet Union would claim one of
these days. If Pakistan is buying U.S.
military hardware from third countries, India was equally free to do so.
U.S. economic aid in general has touched the lowest point this year and New
Delhi might be in for a rude shock
when Mr Morarji Desai gees out on
an aid soliciting Slpree in September.
The United States appears least bothered about Soviet arms to Pakistan.
Instead, it is more bothered about the
terrific build-up of Soviet-supplied
arms in India. Mrs Gandhi's advisers
are trying to play up the China bogey
once again to get the United States
to Ipart with more economic aid so tbat
more resources could be diverted to
pay for Soviet arms.
The attitude of the two Communist
parties to the Soviet action was revealing. Mr Dange is reported to have
maintained cold silence at the meeting
of tbe Opposition leaders with the
Prime Minister and in the end mumbled, "It is all anti-Sovietism." His
Right Communists conjured up visions
of a sinister rightist plot against the
Prime Minister when there could
be none. Even if tbere were to be
one, it was strictly not Mr Dange's
job to save ber. Tbe CPI's discom'fiture was obvious. Its nationalist
pretensions had to be dovetailed into
Moscow's interests.
But Mr p. Ramamurti of the CPI
(M) bad fewer inhibitions though his
was a crafty Slpeech. His stand that
no socialist country should give arms
to any country except to fight imperialism kept the national chauvinist line
open under a queerly dialectical garb.
It was alrigbt to denounce Chinese
arms to Pakistan and Soviet arms to
India and Pakistan. lndia 'has the
industrial infrastructure to make her
own arms but Pakistan does not have
8

it. What happens to countries like
Pakistan if one accepts the position
that no socialist country can give arms
to them except to fight im.perialism?
The postures of political parties
aside, the debate threw up certain interesting facts. Mrs Gandhi did not
contradict Mr Piloo Mody's statement
that when she visited Moscow about
two and a half years ago as the Information and Broadcasting Minister,
she knew of a shift in Soviet policy.
But she has been maintaining that
there has been no shift. However,
she reluctantly admitted by implication that it had shifted.
Secondly, the Swatantra attitude indicated an anxiety to preserve the economic relations with the Soviet Union
though Mr Piloo Mody denounced the
growing Soviet economic domination
of India. The Indian bourgeoisie is
all for increased trade with the Soviet
Union but on more competitive terms.
There might be minor contradictions
here and there but both the private
sector and the Government have reached the point where they cannot stand
up to Soviet pressure. Mrs Gandhi
shared the Opposition's concern over
the arms deal but was against "formalising" it in the form of a resolution.
Thirdly, there is no fundamental
disagreement with the Government's
foreign Ipolicy on the part of any Opposition party because everyone seemed to support non-alignment as interpreted by it.
The attack on the
rigidity of the Government's attitude
to Pakistan and China came from the
Congress side and even the Left Communists were a little equivocal about
it. The Swatantra Party, instead of
sniping at non-alignment, wanted it
practised more honestly, which is exactly what the Right Communists are
saying though the two parties mean
things quite diffrent when they talk
of honest non-alignment. Paradoxically, the Left Communists wbo refused to support the censure motion had
more Ipoints of difference with the
Government than a party like the PSP
which supported the censure motion.
A whole medley of such tp.aradoxes
have contrived to keep Mrs Gandhi
and her Government in office.

Down South

Detente With Delhi
M. R.

A NTI-CONGRESSISM,

n earl y
dead elsewhere, retains its
!peculiar Ifelevance to the pattern of
politics that obtains in Madras and
Kerala. It is by no means a philosophy
with the people but nevertheless it is
a !political reality. The Congress which
rules the Centre has no reasonable
chance of regaining the two States
whatever the degree of popular disenchantment with the governments
there. The Pradesh-level Congress
adventurists might have their own
ambitions but the party's all-India
leadership has gradually reconciled
itself to the continuation of the Annadurai and Namboodiripad
ministries
as long as they do not challenge the
Centre on anything.
A detente between New Delhi and
the two State Governments is taking
shape. The Tenkasi by-election in
Madras is at best an index of the
isolation of the Congress from the
people despite Mr Kamaraj's crash
campaign against the DMK. But still
the DMK lacks nerve when it comes
to standing up to the Centre's bullying
on the language. The deadlock over
the thlfee-language formula continues
and Mr Annadurai and Mrs Gandhi
have reacbed an informal understanding that the issue should be allow~d to
drag indefinitely. On the Soviet arms
issue, Mr Annadurai's pow-wow with
the Prime Minister in New Delhi
resulted in a grotesque stand-criticism of the Government's !policy
coupled with platitudes about lndoSoviet friendship.
As long as the
DMK does not force a confrontation
with the Centre, there is no question
of a Central intervention to topple tbe
Ministry there.
In relation to Kerala, a similar
equation seems to be emerging. Mr
Namboodir~pad submits a memorandum to the Finance Commission demanding that the financial bUifden of
the rice subsidy in his State should be
AUGUST 3, 1968
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treated as part of the normal expenditure of the State Government when
calculating its needs of Central aid.
He is hardly back in Trivandrum when
the rice subsidy is scrapped: without
so much as a whimper. Mr Namboodirilpad challenged the Centre by deciding to continue the subsidy, meeting the liability from out of the
State's own funds, in the hope he
could make an issue of it with the
Centre. What else was it if not tame
surrrender to the CentJre's pressure?
The Centre has been demanding an
end to the subsidy and the Kerala
Government bad to give in. Had it
stuck to the subsidy shibboleth, the
State Government would have gone
bankrupt by January, And if the State
Government had to subsidise all the
rice the Centre was in a mood to
supply in the year of a bumper harvest, there would have been a firstclass 'financial emer'gency in the State
inviting Central intervention.
Both Madras and Kerala have settled for the status quo despite occasional outbu1[sts against the Centre and
frequent demands for autonomy for
the States and the like
Extremist Wings

A significant development in these
States is the emergence of the extremist wings in the CPI (M). It would
be amateurish to assess the extremist
hold in terms of arithmetical quantities. Mr Sundarayva says not more
than 15 per cent of the 25,000 members in Kerala's CPI (M) unit would
170with the ultras if a third rpartv were
to be formed. The percentage is not
relevant at all because the thirrd party
when formed will not be under any
comoulsion to convert its political stren.gth into electoral strength. Even so, the
percentage would be in the order of
30 when the roarty splits wide open.
The political orisis is beinQ"converted
into an organisational crisis by the
offi~ial leadership-the familiar pattern
aQ"am. But the most militant cadres
belong to the extremist win!! and it
makes little difference whether they
have been expelled or allowed to stay
in' the partv until a new ,party is formed. Faced with sharper ultra attacks.
Mr Namboodiripad would be obliged
i

•
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to look more and more to the Centre
for his own survival in office.

So no mOre tqppling for a long time to
come, it looks like. The instability
witnessed immediately after the 1967
general elections is giving place to a
new equilibrium and the Centre could
countenance a Swatantra-Ied Government in Orissa and a Left Communistled one in Kerala, both of them operating within the same matrix of policies.

Tn Madras, thc CPl(M)' split seems
more pronounced with the expulsion
game started earlier. Again the most
militant cadres belong to the extremist
wing and the EStablishment leaders
of the CPT(M), busy in legislatures
and in Parliament, have lost ground
to the cadre leaders in key trade union centres. The DMK has had no
The Secret Circular
labour policy that is identi'liable and
the CPI (M) which once seemed poised
H. RAO
to oust the INTUC from the field has
been acquiescing in the DMK Government's policy of playinQ" the workers
SOMETHING
is rotton with the
against the employers until the workFourth Estate in Andhra. That
ers are tired out. Where the workers is what the Andhra Government wants
are able to hold on, the intervention everyone in the country to believe.
is always in favour of the employer.
It thinks the scribes as well as ediThis has accentuated the party sn1it
to.'S are incorrigible fellows fomenting
with the official leadership of the ePI
(M) char,ging the extremist cadre communal trouble, indulging in scurrilous writing and spreading immoral
le~ners of adventurism.
thoughts
all over the country and what
There is no threat to the DMK
not.
It
was
about three months ago
Ministry from within but the same cannot be said of the Kerala Ministry. that it started its cleansing operations
A Slolitin the CPI (M) should logical- and pounced on a poor journalist who
Iv extend to its legislature party and had chosen to report the innermost
if this comes about the extremist wing thoughts o~ a Minister which his loose
among the lecislators would necessarilv tongue had Slpilled out in an informal
have to ranQ"ethemselves against the way at a formal Press conference.
coalition Ministry. This is an extreme Aftn that incident the Government
possibility and a very theoretical one waited for a month but the scribes
w,ere so busy with their trade that they
at that.
dId not see the writing on the wall.
Mr Annadurai and Mr Namboodirinad would have made ideal ConQ"ress
Therefore, the Government blackChief Minister~ in their respective
lij>ted ~ome twenty newspapers and
States and the Centre seems to have
~ll)nreciated this fact. T' practice. the journals published not only in this
State but in neighbouring Mysore as
Centre derives the maximum support
well as in far-off Delhi-some of them
to its policies from the Madras and
basking in the favour of the Prime
Kerala Governments what with their
Milnister-as
pa!persen-dangering or
obsessive solicitude for constitutional
-likely to endanger communal harmony
prooriety and decorum. The Centre
and public peace and withdrew adverdeclared W::lron non-ConQ"fess ministisement su,pport from them. A reporttries and achieved its limited war aims.
er
with a sensitive nose for news got
Tndian and foreiQ"Dmonopolv pressure
hold of the confidential circular about
was amono- the compulsive factors behind the We<;t Bengal coup but no ~he blacklisted newspapers and gave
It all-India publicity. The inclusion
such comoulsions are at work in relain thv list of certain newspapers, which
tion to Madras and Kerala. With
cannot by any stretch of imagina~ion
the Conl7res<;reduced to a pathetic
be
,;alled
communal,
by
the
quantity in these States, all that its
Misinformation
Minister,
created
national leadershin could ask for is
status-quo ministrie~. And it has Q"ot problems. Ministers, ex-M i n i sters,
legislators,
Par I i arne n t
them in Madras, Kerala and Orissa.
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members and people from different
walks of life questioned the propriety
of including certain newspapers in the
blacklist. As if this was not enough,
Opposition members in the Assembly
caused further embarrassment to the
Government by putting such inconvenient questions as:
If these are
rank communal papers ,patently disturbing public peace, why did you not
issue an open circular but sent a conrfidential circular to be delivered by
hand? The Government was driven
to a corner. It had to admit that
some of the papers blacklisted were
not communal and the list would be
reconsidered. Then, why did you
blacklist them?
The Government's answer came in
a Bill arming it with s,pecial powers to
control the Press, impose pre-censorship, confiscate the newsrpaper and the
press itself and throw the editors behind the bars. Once again the reason
given was "communal".
One might think that Andhra is
going through an orgy of communal
riots, that the Andhra people have
gone mad and everyone is at everyone
else's throat, all because some 'People
belong to another community. But the
Chief Minister himself has observed
that the recent incidents in the city
were just an irritation and a nuisance
and did not constitute a major communal disturbance. Then what is all
this noise about?
What the Andhra Government is
worried
about
is not "communal disturbances" in the sense they
are understood all over the country,
namely, disturbances involving the
majority and minority communities,
but the publication of news about. the
doings of the despots in the villages,
highlighted by the Kanchakacherla incident, in which a Harijan boy was
burnt alive. News about a series of
such incidents followed and to cap it
all was the Thima Reddy episode
(the alleged 'kick the H arijans' statement).
Along with really communal papers,
some papers in Delhi or Bangalore or
Vijayawada which faithfully reported,
at least for the time being, what was
actually happening in the Andhra villages, were included in the blacklist.

JO

The Government armed itself with
special powers to be used only against
such prupers and it did not hide its
intentions when it defined the word
"communal" in its statement of objects
and reasons as incidents involving
"persons of different religions, racial
or linguistic groups or castes or communities". The Bill was also aimed
at journals "which indulge in writings
which are scurrilous or are grossly
indecent or obscene". This sweeping
detfinition.can cover even news about
strikes, and agitations on the plea that
they 'disturb public rpeace.
Offensive
Thanks' to the hopeless division
among the Opposition ranks, the landlords in .the village are on the offensive.' The Government itself has put
up the 'prices of rice, creating unrest

even in the surplus circar districts.
Financial stagnation has brought all
development work to a halt, throwing out thousands of engineers and
employees. It is to stop publicity to
news about thesc developments that
the Government has armed itself with
special powers.
The statement of objects and reasons
declares: "In view of the powerful
influence of the newspapers on the
minds of the readers, the wide sweep
of their reach and the modern facilities of their swift circulation even in
remote regions, it is necessary to take
rpreventive action against such writings
in the interest of public order."
The curbs placed on newspapers
are thus not merely curbs on freedom
of the Press, but gags on the free
flow of news about people's movements all over the country.

Sadhus And Teachers
By A

MOS1'
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sadhus these· days are men
of property. And like all men
of property they may live in :plush
suites and move about in slick limoussines. ·Why shouldn't they?· In a
country where the milk of human
kindness is chronically in short supply,
you must thank·the entrepreneur who
deals in that commodity. You need
not be surprised if the entrepreneur
cashes in on a flood, or an epidemic,
or something, by organising a claptra:p
relief operation that invariably attracts
potential donors. But don't cast up
the whites of your eyes in bewilderment if the benevolent entrepreneur's
own employees, the relief workers
themselves, totter on the edge of starvation.
Can one encase the sadhus of the
Ramakrishna Mission in the straitjacket· of the above description? We
have no answer. No opinion either.
Facts on record are that the teachers
of the Ramakrishna Mission Vidyamandira (degree college), which stands
within hailing distance of the R. K.
Mission headquarters,
demand (a)

an increased college DA, which is now
Rs. 17.50 per mensem, (b) a properly constituted Teachers' Council with
an elected secretary and (c j twO'elected teachers' representatives on the
college governing body. The authorities will rather close down the college
sine die than concede the demands.
In a two-column advertisement in
a Bengali daily of July 12, which could
cost up to Rs. 4,000, the authorities
stated that what ailed them was ?overty. Which was why they could not
increase the teachers' DA by even a
rupee. However, money spent on fencing up the college compound to keep
away the teachers, telegrams, numerOus letters by registered post, printing
an eight-page "memorandum to the
guardians" on quality p~per, seeking
ex:pert legal opinion on the feasibility
of winding up the college, all these
could easily tot up to several thousand rupees. It would be interesting
to know how much the college spent
on cars alone.
Not that the teachers spent nothing.
Over the years the amount of energy
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they have spent in making appeals to
the authorities for an increase in their
college DA might turn all the dynamos of the world. It is indeed strange
that even after what happened to
them in 1960 the teachers fooled themselves with the idea that appeals could
melt hearts.
In 1960 when the Vidyamandira
became a degree college, the authorities terminated the services of all the
teachers and later reappointed some
of them as "freshmen". The result :
Some lost their jobs and others their
salary increments. The authorities
argued that the upgraded college was
a new institution, the old one had
died.
The teachers were still not convinced of the inefficacy of appeals.
Faced with a :price spiral, and convinced that none of their fellow teachers
elsewhere suffered so badly as they,
they appealed to their authorities in
1964 for an increase in their college
DA. The late Secretary of the college
governing body, Swami Vimuktananda,
told the Teachers' Council that he
would explore all possibilities of increasing the college DA at the earliest
opportunity. While this, the secretary
agreed with the teachers, was a rather
vague assurance, he could say with
confidence that if and when the Government increased their share of DA
for college teachers, the Vidyamandira
would at once match it off. Since
then the Government has thrice increased their share of DA for college
teachers.
When patient waiting for five long
years yielded nothing, and repeated
appeals to the :present authorities fetched only curt negatives the teachers
made one last bid to get justice done
by passing a unanimous resolution on
2-10-67 demanding (a) an immediate
reconstitution of the Teachers' Council
with elected office bearers, and (b)
an immediate increase in college DA.
Reply came pat. On the one hand
the demand for higher DA was met
by a peremptory insistence on the teachers "spirit of sacrifice", and, on the
other, the demand for a regularly constituted Teachers' Council was summarily rejected.
A bitter truth,
say the smarting
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the prosecutor. And the prosecutor
appointed himself the judge.
The Enquiry
Officer returned an
interesting verdict. "To my mind",
he said inter alia, "the justi'fication
given by Shri. . . . .. holds no water.
The mere fact that he had given adequate prior notice of his intention to
desert duty at a particular time and
place
does
not
take
a way
from the
responsibility and gravity
of
the
offence
c a mmitted b)' him, namely, deliberate neglect of an essential duty. In a profession like the one which Shri
.
belongs to, and in a free society where
there is complete freedom in taking
and giving up employment, I do not
see how he can argue that he has a
'democratic right' to desert duty at
his will." The person concerned had
invigilation duty.
Meanwhile the case was referred to
the West Bengal College and University Teachers' Association. WBCUT A
asked the authorities to grant an ad
hoc increase in CDA as a gesture of
good will. The suggestion was rejected. WBCUT A and the teachers then
wholeheartedly accepted the ViceChancellor, Dr S. N. Sen's offer of
mediation. Dr Sen arranged a meeting
between the authorities and WBCUTA
on June 10, in which he too was present. WBCUTA pointed out that
though the Vidyamandira's fee income
was low, its
hostels, in which
all students must put up as a
matter of
rule,
were
yielding
substantial
prdfit. The
boarding
charges-seat
rent Rs. 10+establishment charge Rs. 10 + light charge
Rs. 5 = Rs. 25-were the highest in
West Bengal. The authorities argued
that the :profit was used up in the
repayment of a loan advanced by the
R. K. Mission. WBCUTA suggested
that, as the parent body of the Vidyamandira, the R. K. Mission should
either write off the loan or accept
"Enquiry"
smaller instalments of rep'ayment, so
The explanations that the teachers that tbe surplus tbus achieved might
offered of their conduct did not satis- go to meet the teachers' long-standing
fy the authorities. They set up a demand for increased college DA.
"Board of Enquiry" comprising a
The authorities agreed to examine
member of the Governing Body "to the hostel accounts with the teachers
enquire against" the teachers' conduct. in the presence of the Vice-Chancellor
Demonstrably, the governing body was and the WBCUT A's Secretary on
tcachers, then dawned on them. Time
was when appeals could melt hearts:
it lapscd, in the teachers' opinion, with
the death of Swami Vimuktananda.
They told the authorities that unless
their demand for enhanced: CDA was
met by March 14, 1968, they would
cease work for one class-hour on
March 20, and if that failed to achieve
any result, they would cease work on
April 4, for the whole day. If even
then the authorities
did not relent,
the teachers would, while doing all
duties assigned to them. continuously
stav in the college for an indefinite
'period.
They observed the one-period ceasework successfully. But the other
phases did not come off because the
authorities suspended all classes on
April 4, and :p,rematurely closed the
college for summer with effect from
April I 5.'~1
The one-period cease-work over, the
authorities confronted the teachers with
a fusillade of letters. Of the 40 teachers who served notice of cease-work
and stay-in, nine were picked on for
eSipecial drubbing. These nine, who
had either teachin~ or invi$!ilation for
teaching to do, had absented themseives from duty between 12 noon
and 12.45 p.m. on March 20. The
rest could not stay away because the
authorities gave them no work to do
in that period.
A few others received strictures for
the "tone and content" of their talks
with the Princioal. thou$!h while talking
they never raised their voices nor
did the Princioal ever describe' what
thev said to him as in bad taste or
imoroper. The talks, in which the
PrinCipal showed no unwillingness to
participate
and: which aoparentIv ended in bonhomie. concerned
the mere generalities of a college teacher's rights and responsibilities.

f.

their decision to withhold five teachers' salary
increments for one year, for which a
"show-cause"
notice had already
been served on them.
On June
12 the college
Governing Body
suspended the five teachers' increments and on June 15 they unilaterally cancelled their meeting with -the
teachers scheduled: to be held on the
following day.
About the elected Secretary for the
Teachers' Council and elected representatives of the teachers on the college Governing Body, the authorities'
statement should be of singular interest
to . political
parties,
particularly to MPs and MLAs, and perhaps even to the President of India.
The Secretary of the Vidyamandira
wrote to the Amrita Bazar Patrika :
"The Ramakrishna Mission is not
sure that election will serve any useful pur:pose adequately. It is better,
according to them, to rely' on the judgment of the senior teachers of the college."
Meanwhile the "summer vacation"
now runs into the fourth month. The
authorities have advised the guardians
to transfer their wards to some other
college, as though that 'were very easy.
WBCUT A has asked the Syndicate
and the Vice-chancellor to intervene
and has sought an interview with the
Governor. If the college does not reopen in the first week of August and
the teachers' demands are not met
WBCUT A will place the whole cas~
before all political :parties of the State.
The college authorities, however,
are insisting on the resignation of one
teacher as a pre-condition to re-opening the college.
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SHE

cannot quite recollect her
childhood days in the East Bengal village. For our purpose, it is
irrelevant to know whether the village
was in Dacca or Faridour or what
was quaintly known as Buckergunge.
It was one of those typical middleclass families ~ a few acres of paddy
land given to tenants and share-croppers, one or two tanks lush with fish,
an orchard crammed with mango and
jackfnrit ·trees, the father not particularlv interested irl taking a job away
from home, the usual quota' of vague
uncles and quarrelsome, gossipy aunts,
the mother spending her time mostly
in the kitchen or otherwise in con'finement, the brothers some given to
kite-flying' but some 'very bright in
studies. The world as it was known
till then came to an end fOr several
thousands of such families between
1947 and 1950. There is a certain
obfuscation of memory here. ipossibly
because
the' mere' recollection of
events me~ns re-living the mental and
physical a.~onv. The panickv decision
to move, moderate assets left behind
in entirety, the forced-uoon, reluctant
hosoitalitv of near or distant relations
in Calcutta, the scrounging for favour
from petty officialdom, finallv ending
no in the colony, let us say. in Garia.
There was always a' vagueness 'in
what the father was capable of earning
on his own: that varueness was soon
removed. The mother's meagre jewels
kePt on disappearing fast; soo~, the
nodal point of being becoming-nothingness was reached!. One Or two of the
brothers went astray; if thev were
luckv. they were 'D1cked uo by the
political elements. so that there was
n partial sublimation of their frustrations. Even those brothers who were
hri"ht in school had to break off studies for lack of wherewithal. They
have become clerks in mercantile
firms, one of them oerhaps a messenger in Writers Buildings; the one who
was the luckiest-because,
through
the intercession of a relative, he could
get into a vocational school-is now
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back home in the colony, in the twoand-a-quarter-room tenement; he got
retrenched last year.
:{.

:{.

But I wanted to talk about the sister. She turned out to be a miracle.
Nobody through all these rough, rugged years paid any attention to her.
She has been used to doing the
chores ever since she can remember
rushing around in a tattered, discolour~
ed frock. There was no milk for her
ever, lfish-a filmsy alpology of it.perhaps once a week-;
as the succession of disasters and calamities unfolded for the family, she was a neglected member of the cast. There is
no getting away from economic determinism: such instincts as love or affection or empathy are to a large
extent a function of economic circumstances. Although the youngest in the
family, nobody could spare a thought
for her. Once the middle-class veneer
is stripped away, the mode of intercommunication in such families is uncouth, horribly so. Maybe, a subterranean layer of emotion is still there,
but it dares not come up-any such
show of emotions will be considered
rank bad manners. So the sister grew
up, without love, without any future.
But things happened. She was going
to the girls' school abutting the colony;
despite interruptions, lack of books,
lack of adequate tuition, lack of time
to study at home, she passed the
high school examination,
and did
surprisingly well. Another two years
of intermediate arts in the girls' college three miles away-two extremely
rough years, for the father died, one
of the brothers,
who got mixed up
with a communist youth group, was
locked: away in prison, the last of the
mother's jewels disappeared, chronic
shortage of food because of the chronic shortage of money, because you
are unable to run up even a credit,
the only credit available is the sort of
revolving arrangement you have with
your equally impoverished neighbours
in the colony. But this time too she
AUGUST 3, 1968
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gat thraugh in the first divisian. The
callege principal
was kind, she
arranged far a few tuitians which the
girl cauld squeeze in in the marnings,
which fetched fifty rupees a manth.
This stretch to. the B.A. degree was
the mast critical af all: anather af
the brathers gat killed in IpDlice'firing,
the mather, by naw a permanent arthritic, cauld no. langer cape with even
the very madest caoking; the usual
prablems which afflict a girl leading a
privacyless existence in a chattel
came crawding in. Once more she
came thraugh. By naw, the Durgaipur
brather was managing to send same
maney harne, but that was nei.her
here nor there. Whaever takes on the
laad af respansibility far ance gets
stuck with it far ever. No questian
about it, everybady, mather included,
toak it far granted that the girl wauld
go. abaut to. earn the extra maney.
With a madicum af knawledge af typing, she could passibly try far the
past af a lawer divisian assistant. But
she did nat have any t)'lping, and she
preferred to teach. It was, haw ever,
necessa.ry to. have a teachers' training
degree if you wanted to. apply far a
schaal teacher's jab. So. the girl piled
on a few mare tuitians, hurried cooking far the family, attending lectures
during the day, an the way back hame
anather tuition. It was worth it. With
a B.T., she has been able to secure a
post in a higher secondary schaal: all
tald, accretian of an additianal twa
hundred and fifty rupees far the family.
'io

'io

Unfartunately,
the schaal is way
narth in Dum Dum, but beggars cannat be choasers. The girl gets up
between 4.30 and 5 in the marning;
ane brather leaves for wark at 6.15,
so. whatever caaking has to. be dane
has to be done by 6; after serving tea
and some breakfast to. mather and the
ather brathers, she hurriedly gets ready.
Two tuitians have to. be crawded in
befare 9. Luckily, bath are in the
neighbaurhaad,
and she manages
samehaw. Rushing back, she eats her
lunch, arranges things far mother,
with silent, rapid efficiency campletes
bulk af the washing-U!P.A .run far the
bus stap; she catches it, gets a seat,
has her first mament af leisure since
AUGUST 3, 1968

brathers away 10 the evenmgs, she
stays hame in the tenement with the
mather. The last movie she saw was
perhaips eighteen months ago.. The
brathers go. to. the Maidan meetings,
ar jain the processians; but far her,
even such slogan-mangering is vicariaus. There was one accasian some
manths ago. when she went with the
rest af the teaching fraternity to squat
outside Raj Bhavan, but the direct
experience af such thrills is few and far
between. Occasianally, the brathers, in
the campany af friends, wauld waste
money in a Chawringhee ar Ballygunge
restaurant-maybe
the money wasted
wauld be maney earned by her, far
she is the leading earner in the family,
and the entire salary she meticulausly
hands aver to. the mother. Nabody
cares to. ask haw many saris she has;
her tailet equipment cansists of a cheap
hair oil, a still cheaper jar af facial
cream, and a tin of a nan-de script
talcum pawder. Nathing to. craw aver
her vital statistics: weight, seventy nine
paunds, the haemoglabin count in the
red carpuscles down to 71 per cent,
chranic inflammatian af the pleura.
There is no question of marriage.
Thase first flurries af calany romances
too. died dawn soon: yau need a minimal glaw af health eved far divertissements like that. This Bengali girl is
nobady's desire. No, she has nathing
to. laak far ward to, spinsterdam, give
ar take a few years, is gaing to set in
early, an anonymaus paem will fade
and die, as unabstrusively as it survived. Qr shall I say sub-survived?
Last month the rains came. Water
stayed in the calany for nearly nine
days, the apalagy af the sewerage was
washed away, each of the raoms af
the tenement had water up to. twa-anda-half feet abave the flaor. The mather
could be remaved to. a kindly relatian's
>(0
>(0
place; a brunk, full af clothes, was a
No, there is no. variatian in the tatal )ass; a brather contacted pneutheme fram day to. day. She has nath- mania; she herself was running high
ing to. laak farward to, she has noth- temperature; but samehow, the coaking had to be dane, maney had to. be
ing to. plan far, except the shart-term
arithmetic of haw much to. try to. borawed; prices, already high~ shat up
borraw fram which neighbaur ar even as the water was tfeceding, rjce
schaal calleague, this week, the fol- cast'much more than what it did
lawing week, the week fallawing the abaut the same time last month; same
fallowing week, and so an. There is fish had to. be had far the convalescent
no. paetry ar music in her life. The brother; the ever nat-ending agany

marning. She has to change buses at
Sealdah, and this time it is very much
mare crawded, aften she has to. stand
far almast halt the way befare a seat
becomes aVaIlable: whatever energy
was .recauped in the first thirty
minutes af the jaurney withers in the
heat and the jastle. By the time she
reaches schaal, it is past eleven, she is
fifteen minutes late. But the headmistress is kind, she has been permitted to. sbp. the prayer. Still, fram then
on, it is a crawded agany; but far
half-an-haur's mid-atternaan
recess,
the shauting chare is cantinuaus, and
managing thirty-add underteen childlen tor five haurs can be an exhausting
process. In between, her anly naurishment is perhaps a banana carried fram
harne, and a cup af watery tea. She
catches the bus again at 4-30, and
!pushes her way aut at Sealdah. Her
tnird tuitian at the day; same days the
child's mather affers her a cup af tea,
plus a few snacks; but this daes nat
happen every day. It is naw dusk; she
callects some vegetables and sundries
at Sealdah, and naw, fatigue and dust
and !perspiratian each nearly indistinguishable fram the ather, the bus to.
Garia. Back harne, fallowing a brief
wash, the hausehald chares left over
from the marning. Feeding the mother,
waiting far brathers to return late in
the evening, warking aut a versian of
an aide mern,Oire abaut what lessans
to. teach in the class the fallowing
day, matching the sums af a budget
which-every
evening af the yearremains aganisingly impassible, stitching samething ar other, the dull,
claustraphabic
summer heat ar the
shiver af the nartherly winds during
the coaler manths, the flimsy meal late
at night; sleep, merciful sleep, if it
comes, anather day, anather manalogue with hopelessness.
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of the budget which refuses to match,
is incapable of matching ..
'fo

'fo

Take a girl like her. Take just any
girl like her, for there are several.
And please spare the part-time sentiments. Does the tragedy of her existence-Or even her withering-count
for anything at all? For whom do the
emotions toll? Or do they toll at all?
When we talk of a total transformation
of society, do we include the import
of her frail being in our calculations?
She cannot recollect her childhood;
mercifully, she does not react at all
when the mother, all wistfulness
whines about her grandfather's suzer~
ainty over eleven-and-a1half mouzas
in the district of Dacca, or Faridpur,
or Buckergunge. If only somebody
provides her with the moral suasion
she may yet succeed in stepping out
of the shackles of middle-class semirespectability. The uprooting of the
existing class base will perhaJps come
one day, but it would be sheer cussedness to suggest that meanwhile she must
wait. Her stepping out itself will be a
blow for social transformation. Those
who would want her to take her tum
in the queue are irresponsible specimen, and deserve to be condemned.
Something has to be done, now, with
a girl like her. She must not be wasted.
. But m~ybe I myself am airing parthme senhments. Do I rant against the
mother, shower invectives on the brothers? SU,pposing they allow the girl
-reluctantly,
but nonetheless allow
the girl-to
run away to her own
fu.ture, what will they do, how
WIll they manage? Do I have the
answer? And yet, with what face do I
look up to a girl like her?
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The Press

The 'rroubled Estate
COMMENTATOR

'l'HE

newspaper industry in India
is in turmoil. Never before has
there been a simultaneous strike in so
many newspapers practically all over
the country. The smaller papers have
been exempted from the strike in view
of the state of the workers' unions in
those units. But the strike has affected
all big papers in the country, excepting,
so far, The Hindu of Madras and the
Amrita Bazar Patrika group of papers
in Calcutta. Not that the employees of
these two organisations have no grievances or that they have got what is
their due; more probably, the employees there are not organised enough for
an indefinite strike. There was a lockout in the former some months ago,
and the latter seems to have not yet recovered from the prolonged strike of
some twenty years ago. It appears that
in more than one sense the papers of
the group have not progressed much
since then
In some of the papers strike is not
new. In the last two years there have
been strikes in many of the major
newspapers in the country. The strike
in The Statesman over the bonus
issue two years ago was one of the
longest in recent times; incidentally,
it was the first strike in the paper's
career of nearly I30 years. The Times
of India, which seems to have more
frequent strikes than any other paper,
did not come out for more than a
month during the crucial period of
last year's general election. There was
a strike in The Hindustan Times for a
few days. Ananda Bazar Patrika,
which never had a strike in its fortysix years of existence, has been affected this time along with its sister
publication, Hindusthan Standard. No
major paper is coming out in Bombay;
of New Delhi's six English dailies,
only two are publishing; in Calcutta
three of the six big papers' are affecteQ. Only Madras 'presents a different
picture with all its papers out.

The frequency of strikes in newspapers, not to mention other symptoms of unrest, is an obvious indication that newspapers have become as
much an industry as any other. The
common purpose which once used to
exercise a moderating influence on
employers and employees has disappeared. With newspapers becoming
part of the industrial empires of big
business, the dominating mood now is
of hostility resulting from constant
friction
between
an ill-concealed
attempt to part with as little of prQlfits
as possible and an organised effort to
thwart such appropriation.
The previous spate of strikes in
newspapers was ovcr the question of
bonus. With the coming into force of
the Bonus Act, many newspapers,
some of them among the most affluent in the country, suddenly found
themselves not in a position to pay
more than the statutory minimum,
though previously
they
had been
paying much mOlfe; some Others would
not go to this length but insisted on a
cut on the previous rates; only the
most generous maintained
the old
rates. It is doubtful if, after the Bonus
Act, any newspaper has paid bonus
at a rate higher than what it was giving previously, though no important
newspaper denies that its circulation,
if not advertisement revenue is going
up steadily. True, the cost of production is going up; but newspapers are
not depending on increase in circulation and advertisement to catch up
with it. All newspapers have ;raised
their prices and advertisement rates
and some of the units are thinking of
raising their prices further. The proprietors have seized both the rising
costs and the award of the first wage
board for working journalists to add
to their incomes.
In any event, the financial capacity
of newspapers to implement the awards
of the second wage board for workAUGUST 3, 1968
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ing jaurnalists and the 'first wage baard
far nan-jaurnalists
daes nat appear
to. be a relevant questian in the current dispute. The twa wage baards
went into. the finances af all newspapers, and it wauld be impraper to.
assume that even after the exercise
they have made arbitrary recammen<latiDns. It is quite passible that the
wage baards have nat been able to.
assess carrectly the incames af newspapers; if they have erred, it must
have been Dn the law side. There
cannot be any reasan far a newspaper
management to. shaw its expenditure
as less tl1an what it actually is; an the
other hand, the actual expenditure
may not be entirely on the newspaper
staff unless, far instance, ane cDncedes
that the man who. is in charge af the
daily warship af the family deity af a
praprietDr is, by his regular invacatian
af divine blessing, cantributing as
much to. the praductian af the paper
as, say, a sub-editor. Similarly, there
may be reaSDns far shawing a deflated
incame, and the ways shauld be many.
The rules af business aperate as fiercely in newspapers as elsewhere. Neither the incomes nar the prafits of
-.r newspapers can be less than that have
been declared, and implementatiDn of
awards based an such returns cannat
be, therefDre, beyand the capacity af
the establishments. But the emplayers
\ have not fully implemented either of
the awards, and even the partial implementatiDn bristles with disputes.
Government's Responsibility

Much has been said in Parliament
in the last few days about the Gavernment's respansibility for ensuring that
the awards af wage boards set up by
it are implemented.
What is being
ignared is the Gavernment's habit of
washing its hands of industrial disputes
by setting up baards and cammissians.
Tbe recommendatians af these august
bodies are always the minimum, and
emplayers bave the right of upward
revisian af tbe proJ)osed emaluments.
But even tbis minimum is being challenged, nat in the newspaper industry
alane, and an impressian is being
created that to. go. beyand the recommendatians is prahibited.
What is
meant as a flaar has became a ceiling
AUGUST 3, 1968

and that also. the Gavernment is unable to. enfarce.
The tactics af emplayers to. evade
wage baard awards have became all
tao. familiar by naw. If the wage
baards are statutary, they go. to. court.
Tbis means delay in implementatian
even if the verdicts ultimately go.
against them. How they are able to.find
the necessary finance if the awards are
upheld by caurts is a questian whase
answer perhaps lies in the wizardry af
big business. When the wage baards
are nan-statutary, they do. nat bave to.
take tbe trauble af gaing to. caurt
even; they simply refuse to. implement
the awards.
Yet the Gavernment persists in invaking liberally the wage baard machinery. No. exceptiDn was made in
the case af the. newspaper industry,
and the predictable cansequence has
flawed. Unashamed bath af the Gavernment's part in creating the present
mess and its failure to. clea~ it up, the
Unian LabDur Minister, Mr Jaisuklal
Hathi, has said patranisingly that the
emplayees had peen cansiderate, and
as their unians are strang enaugh,
"let it be between the unions and the
emplayers". If the emplayees were
cansiderate, they were so. to. avert a
strike and reach an amicable settlement and surely nat in expectatian af
any backslapping fram Mr Hathi. If
he is canvinced that Dne side is reasanable, it is his duty to. make the ather
side see reasan.
There is no. daubt that the dispute,
as it develaped naw, will have to. be
faught aut between the unians and
the emplayers regardless af what Mr
Hathi thinks. But that can be no reaSDn
far the Gavernment to. back aut having initially cantributed its mite to. the
dispute. If !he Gavernment is pDwerless against the intransigence af emplayers, it has no. business to. set up
wage boards and indulge in stunts. If
the emplayees have no Dptian but to.
take the ultimate risk, it is anly fair
that no. wage baards shauld be appainted to. set a limit to. their bargaining.
Knawn as a skilled aperatar in' the art
af survival, Mr Hathi is trying to. remain in rappart with bath sides so.
that when the battle nears its end he
may jump in to. callect the credit far

a settlement far himself and the Gavernment.
It wauld have been against the
grain of the GDvernment to. accede to.
tbe demand by same members af Parliament that Gavernment
advertisement shauld be stopped to. defaulting
newspapers. Even if it were nat so.,
the pressure cauld nat have been effective. The bigger newspapers are wallawing in affluence, and gavernment
advertisement canstitutes anly a fractian af their earnings. Private advertisers will always be tbere to. fill this
gap; far tbere are papers who. need
nat seek advertisement; it is advertisers
who. cbase them. Mareaver, if gavernment advertisement daes nat appear in
the big papers, there wauld be no.
paint in the Gavernment's
advertising. Anyway, the Gavernment's incapacity to. take any penal actian against
big business is knawn, and it is the
same select hauses who. contrDI practically all the majar papers in the cauntry.
The strike, whatever be its autcome,
has ane lessan far the warking jaurnalists. It seems tbey have nat yet been
able to. identify themselves fully with
the nan-jaurnalists. They are gaverned
by a separate Act af Parliament which
describes tbem as "warking jDurnalists'.'-a meaningless term unless one
is prepared to. accept the impassibility
that journalists can be nan-warking.
Even the classificatian of news.paper
employees as jaurnalists and nan-jaurnalists cannates the primacy af journalists in newspaper praductian. Tbe
illusian shauld have been knacked by
tbe present strike which has been
launched by the Federatian af newspaper emplayees ather than jaurnalists.
The separate Federatian af jaurnalists
has been left with no. chaice but to.
extend its suppart to. the strike, thaugh
nat entirely withaut reservatian.
Tbe strike bas proved that the cantributian af nan-jaurnalists to. the tatal
effart required for newspaper praductian is no. less impartant tban that af
jaurnalists. Tbe existence af twa separate Federatians is to. the detriment of
both, as it gives a handle to. emplayers
to play ane against the ather; so. daes
the rigid caste system among jaurnalists tbemselves as enshrined in tbe
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two. wage baard awards fer werking
Journalists. Nobady suggests that the
editar and a praet-reader ef a pa:per
shauld be put en the same salaryscale, but certainly there is scepe far
reducing the categaries which breed
vanity an the ene hand and jealeusy
an the ether.
To. be preud ef ane's jab need net
mean cantempt, hewever well-cancealed, fer anather's. Fer jeurnalIsts to.
regard themselves as different fram
eth r newspaper empleyees is refusal
to. recagnise tUe transtarmtaien ef the
newspaper inoustry in recent years. The
two. are different anly to. the extent ene
servant dilters fram anather, and if
the master has been kind to. ane and
refused to. be half as genereus to. the
ather, it is net because he has any
preference. HIs anly aim is to. keep the
divisian alive; that is why mere than
a decade after the implementatien ef
the recammendatiens at the 'first wage
baard far werking' jaurnalists,
the
emplayers are set against implementing
the award af the hrst wage baard fer
nan-jaurnalists
who. get a mere pittance. Only a shart-sighted pursuit ef
self-interest will favaur perpetuatien
af this dichatemy. Neither that ner
vanity shauld be allawed to. ceme in
the way ef the emergence ef cempasite unians ef all newspaper empleyees,
if nat at the all-lndia level at least in
unit levels.
July 29, 1968

Jatra
RUDRAPRASAD SEN GUPTA

ATRA Shilpi Sangha, the recently
farmed fmum far neted jatra
erganisatians and netabilities, recently performed Brajendra Kumar De's
extremely papular 'piece, Bangali, at
the Kashi Biswanath Mancha. The
Deputy Mayar, Mr Shibkumar Khanna,
who. inaugurated the shew with remarks like 'jatra has an impartant
rale to. play in sacial life' and 'jatra
has great educative value', and sat in
the first row ef the auditarium so. as
to. educate himself, left in the middle
of the perfarmance, pessibly because
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he remembered semething mare im- he said that he wauld rather lase his
partant than self-education.
vaice than his eyes. This veteran
It was really a star-studded affair: taught us what sensitive acting is, with
Phani Bhushan Vidyavinede, Panchu his gestural mavements and delicate
Sen, Dilip Kumar, Abhay Halder, madulatian. Panchu Sen, thaugh never
Bijen Mukherjee, Bhela Pal, Fireja- near the master, scaled great heights
bala and many ethers were there. The af acting with his wide-ranged madulacancert played the usual nastalgic tian and fantastic physical 'fitness.
tunes; the prampter was usually visi- Firojabala, from the mavement af her
ble within the acting area; the Vivek entrance, captivated us with her ema(i.e. canscience) sang its well-knawn tianal probe and her clear, resenant
verses; the clawn was present with its vaice. Mast af the stage heroines who.
expected ambivalence and mather wit. do. nat knew the art af being audible
Nathng was missing in fact. Yet the even in a small intimate theatre cauld
whole shaw reminded ane ef a wild certainly sit at this lady's feet and
elephant dancing in a tewn hall in learn.
the presence af dazed city-fathers.
This was baund
to happen. Jatra,
because ef its typical fluidity af
Roses And Thorns
farm and its technique ef continua us
presentatian, finds its fullest unrestrainMRIGANKA SEKHAR RAY
ed expressien anly when it takes
place en an apen-air dais, in the centre ef the assembly. The communicamadern Czechaslovak cinema
tian is direct and the result is a
is essentially a cinema af the
cammunity experience. To. shift it yauth depicting the pangs and ipleafram the apen air to. a picture-frame
sures af thase difficult years between
stage is to. act against its very nature. adalescence and the lfirst stepping into.
The picture-frame stage is largely, and the mature life. Naturally sex plays a
perhap,s salely, suited to. the idea af the predaminant part in shaping the mauld
naturalistic kind af theatre that we af this new genre. The films af
have barrawed fram the West. Jatra, receot years also. shew a technical
which is tatally anti-naturalistic in its flaurish assimilating all the madern
form and which always strives far the brends af 'film-making. The nauvelle
attainment af an inner reality, gets vague af the Czechaslavak cinema has
maimed as sean as there is an attempt definitely came to. stay. The accent is J
to. realize it in naturalistio stage terms. surely an the individual and the yaung
That's exactly what happened with prataganists are sametimes partrayed
Bangali. The whale thing, instead af as rebels withaut a cause as in Peter
grawing into. a self-sustained warld af and PavIa, semetimes as clumsy, nermake-believe af which each member vaus and aafish things graping far
af the audience is a willing inhabitant, persanal eXlp1fessian,the futile attempts
reduced itself to. samething else.
ultimately resulting in intense sufferThe sale pleasure that was derived ing as in A Blonde In Love, Seven
by many an that day was due to a Days A Week and Romance For The
feeling that they had spent same gaad Bugle. The two. Czech ifilms, The
money far a dying ar a nearly dead Return Of The Prodigal Son (directed
genre. Yet there was anather fair ex- by Evald Scharm) and Seven Days A
perience to. remember. Same af the Week (directed by Pavel Kahaut) naw
actars enthralled in spite af everything. being shawn in the Film Seciety ciJrWatching Phani Bhushan Vidyabinade cult deal with this sad predicament of~
was, as in the past, a sensatianal expe- the Czech youth af taday, the alienarience. The aId man had a very feeble tian, lass af identity and the censeand chaked vaice; with his eyes, haw- quent catastraphe. The here af The
ever, he spake so. much! Seeing his Return Of the Prodigal Son is aeyeballs maving naw in this directian successful yeung technician, haplPHy
andr again in that, ane understaad
married anet father af a banny child.
what Sir Laurence really meant when Yet he feels an uncantrallable urge
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for self-killing. Psychiatrists bore him Letters
and domestic comforts seem a poor
panacea for his complex malady. To
France
him, life has lost its meaning and the
only escaJpeis in the solace of sleeping
Apropos Mr Adhikari's
article
pills or a slashing tazor. Opening with
a clinical interview between the doc- (July' 13), these are some facts about
tor and the hero, the lfilm slowly pene- France:
trates the intricate texture of his mind
In 1966 the growth rate of induswith a taut narrative steadily leading trial production in France was 6.7 per
to a climax. The emotions have been cent, but in 1967 it was 2.5 per cent
deliberately underplayed
and the -the worst year since 1959 when an
searching probe into the relationships economic crisis struck all Western
is neatly done. The ending where Europe. Compared to 1966, in 1967
the protagonists are happily dismissed ,the production of steel ingots rose
with vain words abOut the usefulness only 0.4 per cent and of 'Pig iron 0.8
of human
endeavours
is however per cent. In the automobile industry,
patched up and out of tune with the production dropped about 2 per cent,
mood of the film.
in the chemical and rubber industries
Seven Days A Week tells the story it rose to only half of the estimated
of seven days in the life of a girl who increases, and in the textile and the
is the victim of loneliness when her clothing industry it drqpp~d 5 per
tfiance is on military service. The even- cent and 12 per cent respectively.
ings bring on a feeling of haunting This year a grave monetary and ecovacuum and in vain she mes to pick nomic crisis broke out in the capitalup the acquaintance of other young ist world. The reasons for the deteriomen. Nothing comes off and in the ration of the French economy are of
end she is left with a bitter memory course the sharp struggle for world
of cruel outrage. The camera travels markets among the imperialist counwith her along the streets of Prague, tries and the unfavourable competitive
sharing her joys and torments. The position of the French monopoly enter~ film is indeed a daring experiment in prises in regard to technique, manageits diary-like structure, analysing the ment and products. All this has
tightly-edited episodes with objective meant a steady drop in the living
candour.
standards and the purchasing /power
The Italian comedy Casanova 70 of the French people.
(directed by Mario
Monicelli) has
Measures taken by the Government
the magic touch of eros and Marcello to strengthen French monopoly capiMastroianni as the modem Casanova tal, such as government investments
jumps from one amorous bout to and easing credits, have led to inflaanother with the assured confidence tion. In the lfirst three quarters of
of an experienced matador, the only 1967, the amount of paper currency
condition of his success being that in circulation and bank loans had inhis seduction efforts must be punctuat- creased by 40 per cent compared with
ed with an element of danger. The the corresponding period of 1966.
editing is brisk, the situations bristle At the same time, this brought about
with sophistictaed humour and the an enormous deficit in the Government
performers are at the height of their financial budget. The financial deficomic talents. Nothing great perhaps, cit in 1967 reached 7,000 million
but pure fun while it lasts.
francs. This year the French Government has continued its inflationary
policy, and after a tax increase of
FRONTIER is available from
10,000 million francs was imposed,
S. P. CHATTERJEE
it is estimated that there will still be
a deficit of about 1,800 million francs.
Steel Market
To increase taxes to make up for the
Statesman Office
deficit while at the same time restrictDurgapur-4
ing imports and increasing ex.'ports,
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the French Government has since Janunary this year adopted an "Add-Value
Tax" system. This kind of tax covers
agriculture, the service trade and retail trade, and taxation starts with a
tax on raw materials, a higher tax on
half-finished products and a still
higher tax on finished products. The
result is that the working people
shoulder even heavier tax burdens.
The French Government has encouraged monopoly capital in every way
to swallow up the medium-sized and
small enterprises to meet the intensitfied competition on the world market.
It is estimated that 1,500 mergers of
enterprises took place last year, leading to the dismissal of large numbers of
management
personnel, technicians
and workers. According to French
press reports, from early 1965 to early
1967, industrial production increased
1(J per cent while the number of those
employed in industry dropped 0.6 per
cent, which indicates sharper exploitation of labour.
In the rural sector,
too, big farms have swallowed up many
medium-sized and small ones. Numerous peasants have lost their land and
nearly 100,000 of them leave for the
cities each year. Even French official
quarters admit that "the peasants have
given up their land at a faster rate
than was planned."
The French rulers have taken steps
to restrict wage increases for the workers. The social insurance system has
been so changed that the workers and
staff members are to contribute more,
while social insuran!Ce subsidies are
reduced. The thousands of millions of
francs saved from this are intended
to be used for investment in monopoly
enterprises.
The number of unemployed has
gone up like anything-to
nearly
500,000. One characteristic feature is
that among the ranks of the unemployed there are more and more technical workers, technicians and management personnel as well ,as large numbers of young people who cannot find
jobs after graduating.
This portion
of the unemployed youth is not included in the official unemployment figures. Even for the workers in employment, actual working time has been
generally red\lced and their wages have
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fallen drastically. At the same time,
inflation and higher taxes have led to
a sharp rise in commodity prices3.5 per cent in 1967. Following the
introduction of the "Add-Value Tax"
at the beginning of this year, prices
again shot up, a 10 per cent rise being registered in some cases.
In this vicious circle, the internal
class contradictions
in France have
become acute. In the last few years,
strikes by French workers have followed one another. Faced with the threat
of immediate unemployment after
graduation the French students are
up in arms against the dying educational and social systems. The mass
struggles by French workers and students will influence all Western Europe, dealing further blows to the imperialist system.
K. Roy
Calcutta
It really won't do, won't do at all,
the article, "Thinking on France"
(July 13). There are many flaws in
B. P. Adhikari's reasoning due, quite
simply, to the almost total blindness
to the world in which we live: the
world of Vietnam, of a few million
peasants bringing to their knees the
most powerful nation in the world.
This lesson has had the most electrifying impact on the youth of Europe
and the New World. It i!i surprising
that Mr Adhikari forgets to name
Vietnam in his list of countries where,
in his words, working ipeOple have
succeeded in "putting an end to capitalist relations of production and establishing socialist relations .... " surprising not merely because this process
began as early as 1945 with the
establishment of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam but because France
has never been the same since the loss
of its empire first in Indochina and
then in Algeria. Its carefully built up
neo-colonialism in the French Community, has not really helped French monopoly capitalIsm to obtain that edge
on its imperialist rivals, especially the
USA or even West Germany.
Mr Adhikari is just not being accurate in his description of the French
workers' new found satisfaction in
material benefits and "an ample dose
18

of nationalistic pride". They have the
second lowest scale of wages in the
Common Market;
their hours and
conditions of work do not compare
well with those of their British counterparts in many industries. Recently,
again in contradiction
to what Mr
Adhikari writes, the alleged sacrifices
of the French CP to obtain many of
these benefits have not been very
apparent to French workers.
Mr
Adhikari's fear that the French workers will be looking to the CGT and the
Communist Party for their economic
interests and the political establishment for their nationalism is way off.
There is much bitterness towards
Seguy and the rest of the CGT hierarchy and the torn-up 'party cards looked
like confetti in many a factory.
Mr Adhikari is equally wrong about
the students' revolt which he S).scribes
to little more than "an angry protest
against a general intuitive knowledge"
of what must be. While it is true that
the bulk of
university
students
come form the middle and upper
classes,
there
are
quite
a few amongst
the former for
whom the rising cost of living in
Paris, the problem of unemployment
or not very suitable employment
(French capitalism is not sufficientlv
Americanised to take care of a glut of
sociologists and psychologists) as well
as problems related to lack of educational spaciousness (literally and otherwise) are serious. But it is not these
specific grievances which in the last
resort are the catalysts of political
upheaval. It is the growing recognition
that the very capitalist system is to
blame for the manifold injustices in
their society and outside and the
equally growing recognition that they
can do something about it, provided
they join
forces
with workers.
The
struggle of the people of
Vietnam and the lessons of the proletarian cultural <revolution of China
are being studied by the radical students and workers of countless lands.
Are they not in India? The new elan
that has gripped thousands in Rome,
Paris, Stockholm, Berlin, bringing
students and workers together under
the banner of revolution, not elections,
should surely not be an exotic thing

for the Indian intelligentsia. Are they
so immured in their isolation from
their own workers and peasants as to
find out the rising tide of five continents beyond comprehension
and
therefore to be consigned to the realm
of inaccurate generalisation?
APARNARoy
London.

Boring?
Mr. Nirmalendu Bhattacharya (July
27) wants to rob Frontier of its soul;
politics is the soul of everything,
particularly of Froruier. Non-politics
is also politics, politics that serves the
status quo, the vested interests, obliquely but more effectively. Though
I agree with him that there should be
more articles on cultural subjects, I
do not admit that Frontier is boring
and that the gentleman from Dankuni
is repetitious.
If, overcoming initial reluctance,
one goes through the letter one will
lfind it highly interesting. The gentleman's earlier rejoinder to Mr Ghani
was unforgettable.
NIRMAL Roy
Calcutta

Artist And Politics
Mr Chiranjeeb Ray's letter in defence of Utpal Dutt
(July 27)
smacks of his total ignorance of what
a socially conscious artist should be.
The !personal life of a revolutionary
artist should always be equated with
his political life. Otherwise, he becomes
a revolutionary in words only, and
may soon become a turncoat.
What Mr Dutt should do is to
amend himself through severe selfcriticism and thereafter prove his revolutionary mettle through subsequent work.
RAKHI CHATTERJEE
Calcutta
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Throughout the wide range of jute's
applications certain qualities stand out:
toughness, lightness,
~
resilience, economy.
.:»
That's why jute is
-""".<S··'used for wrapping and
packaging, for providing tough
backing for carpets, for reinforcing
laminated boards.
But that's only part of the jute story.
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT,
key words in the modern
industrial world,
are leading to
exciting end uses
for the versatile fibre. Jute is now woven
as a fine fabric for the glamorous world
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pipes; it adds rigidity in the making
of small boats; it is endlessly versatile.
The BIRD-HEllGERS
GROUP is in the
~
forefront in winning
new markets for jutethe versatile fibre-both here and abroad.
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The Aucklend Jute co. Ltd.
The Dalhousie Jute Co. Ltd.
The Kinnison Jute Mills Co. Ltd.
The Northbrook Jute Co. Ltd.
The Union Jute Co. Ltd.
Bird's Export Division.
Chartered Bank Buildings. Calcutta·f
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